IXO & BUGATTI

A unique collaboration

”

Even before
the start
I was sure
of winning.
- Ettore Bugatti.

At IXO, good is never enough. We strive for perfection and the goal of ultimate quality in every
aspect, and that is a moving target. Whether it is beauty, luxury, elegance, exclusivity or durability,
we make sure to raise the bar. All available time, emotion, knowledge have been spent, in order
to create a being beyond imagination.
I truly feel that our creations have soul, we have poured our hearts into them.

HISTORY

IXO (Iconic Xtrem Objects) is a company founded in 2007 specialised
in carbon composites. Over the past years IXO became synonymous
with style, performance, and exclusivity. The quality achieved by IXO
becomes something out of the ordinary with unique carbon fiber objects
manufactured with perfect finish.
With the best industrial process, IXO mixes a dedicated craftsmanship with
the ultimate materials and partners. Passionate about performance and
excellence, their components are recognized as real works of art by the
best luxury brands in the world or the most demanding environments.

EXPERTISE

Whereas carbon has been used in the high tech industry for more than 40
years providing numerous advantages, its production remains complex and
challenging. Our expertise makes the difference as we are recognised to
design or repair as new any specific object.
For our clients, companies or private customer, we can create unique and
dedicated design and pieces. From aerospace to luxury items, our knowhow in engineering allows to propose a wide range of pieces / design.

IXO UNIVERSE

ENGINEERING

LUXURY

WATCHMAKING

AEROSPACE

BUGATTI
POOL TABLE

Design by IXO
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In mathematics, two quantities are in the golden ratio if their ratio is the
same as the ratio of their sum to the larger of the two quantities. Pool it’s
pure geometry and mathematics, so when we designed the BUGATTI
POOL TABLE, the proportions between dimensions must be perfect.
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BUGATTI POOL TABLE

A HANDCRAFTED
MASTERPIECE
For those who truly appreciate a masterpiece
that perfectly combines technology and design
and morphs them into the most exhilarating work
of art available, BUGATTI POOL TABLE is the
right choice.
Only the finest materials are deemed worthy
for use in Bugatti pool table parts. Everything is
adorned in carbon fiber, billet aluminum or aniline
leather. Every surface touched by the balls is
covered with leather produced in germany using
a special, traditional tanning process.
All Bugatti pool tables are absolutely unique in
every aspect. Virtually every part of every table
is custom designed; made for and by IXO and
there is a good reason for this: it is the only way to
create an experience of superior quality because
all parts must work together in harmony.

Crossbars in aluminium of the frame, painted in
the same color of the outside.

Outside skin manufactured 100% in carbon fiber
prepreg, aeronautical grade, with pvc core

High quality aluminium frame, 100% CNC machined
and mirror-like polished
Propietary ball selection system, cnc machined in
PA6GF, with ceramic ball bearings and dyneema
lines.

LEVELING MANUAL SYSTEM,
AUTOMATIC SERVODRIVEN SYSTEM OPTIONAL.
This feature will allow, using a gyroscopic sensor, to level the table perfectly, in case of installation
onboard a yacht. Each leg will move the needed distance to compensate the movement of the ship,
and the table will remain perfectly leveled. Siemens servodrivers installed in each leg will allow a just 5
miliseconds response to any boat movement, in total silence, and in complete vibration-free movement.

BUGATTI
POOL TABLE

Design by IXO

HIGH END POOL TABLE
- Use of best quality materials

- Limited Edition Bugatti Pool Table

- Technical Know- How

- Made of carbon fiber

- Innovative & looking at the future

Marketing plate, with the indication of the Limited
Edition number, same as used in the cars, fixed with
4 titanium cilinder head screws.

IFM capacitive sensors and laser switches

HIGH END POOL TABLE

Keyence IV-500CA artificial vision camera to select
balls by the color

Ball pockets manufactured in stainless steel AISI 316,
covered with leather inside.

Sides of the drawers manufactured from a block of
cnc machined, brushed and anodized aluminium
T6, with the logo EB on relief.

Titanium grade 5 screws and nuts, to prevent any
galvanic corrosion with the aluminium frame and
parts.

HIGH END POOL TABLE

Siemens Simatic S7-1200 PLC to control all sensors,
drivers and functions

Siemens Simatic HMI Touch high resolution 13”
control panel, located in the wall cue support.

Carbon fiber cues with bottom made in anodized
cnc machined aluminium, with same design shape
as the buttons of the Bugatti cars.

Iwan Simonis 860 table cloth.
Founded in 1680, this legendary company
manufacture the best cloth available worldwide, and
we’re very proud to be able to count with them for
supply their best reference for your table

Italian 30mm thick highest quality slate, supported
on high-precission leveling system, manufactured in
stainless steel
AISI 316

Cree high power 30w leds in the slate marks,
refrigerated with cooling fans on aluminium
radiators.

HIGH END POOL TABLE
GENERAL DIMENSIONS

ACCESSORIES
Suitcase
Made in the same leather used in the
table, containing a full set of Aramith
Tournament Pro TV proferssional balls,
with cleaning package. Microfiber cloth
embroided with EB logo.

Cleaning brush
Pool table cloth cleaning tool made
of aluminum, to help keep the cloth of
your table in mint condition.

Chalk box
Keep your fingers clean with style.

USB Box
See how your table was manufactured
and tested in our factory with plenty of
detailed pictures and videos, contained
in this high quality box, covered inside
with the same leather used in the table.

Delivery worldwide covered
We’ll fly till customer’s house, 2 technicians from our
factory, to make the proper instalation and setup
of each table, and show the owner how it works,
teaching of all the systems, functions and working
parameters.

“When we started developing the BUGATTI
POOL TABLE project, I knew we had to be
different and excel in all areas, in order to
become something out of the ordinary.
At IXO, good is never enough. We strive for
perfection and the goal of ultimate quality
in every aspect, and that is a moving target.
Whether it is beauty, luxury, elegance,
exclusivity or durability, we make sure to raise
the bar.
All available time, emotion, knowledge and
resources have been spent. Nothing has been
spared – everything has been ventured and
sacrificed – in order to create a being beyond
imagination.
I truly feel that our creations have soul. We
have poured our hearts into them.”
Pedro Sánchez
General Manager

AN EXCLUSIVE VOYAGE
IN THE WORLD OF

